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Synchrotron x-ray tomography was performed on titanium foams with aligned, elongated
pores, initially created by sintering directionally freeze-cast preforms using two different
powder sizes. Three-dimensional reconstructions of the pore structures were analyzed
morphologically using interface shape and interface normal distributions. A smaller
powder size leads to more completely sintered titanium walls separating the dendritic
pores, which in turn created a more compact distribution of pore shapes as well as
stronger pore directionality parallel to the ice growth direction. The distribution of pore
shapes is comparable to trabecular bone reported in the literature, indicating the foam’s
potential as a bone replacement material.

I. INTRODUCTION

Metallic foams have an interesting combination of
properties, such as high specific strength and stiffness
when incorporated into sandwiches and high gas perme-
ability with high thermal conductivity. This makes them
useful in low-weight structural applications, filtration,
battery electrodes, and acoustic damping.1 Titanium-based
foams, in particular, also combine the advantages of
outstanding mechanical strength with low density, high
corrosion resistance, and surface oxide biocompatibility,
which make them especially promising for use in medical
implants as a bone replacement material.2–5 Thus, it is of
great interest to create titanium foams that exhibit the
same aligned, elongated pore architecture as bone, which
gives it both its structural and mechanical anisotropy.

Directional freeze-casting is a method that relies on
directional solidification to create aligned pores in cera-
mics6–10 and, recently, in titanium.11 First, a liquid, usually
water, is mixed with solid powders to make slurry. The
slurry is then subjected to directional solidification so that
the porous structure is determined by the growth of the
solid ice crystals, rejecting the powders to the interden-
dritic space. After solidification, the structure is freeze-
dried, sublimating the ice out of the sample, leaving large
aligned, elongated pores separated by walls of lightly
bound solid powders, corresponding respectively to the
dendritic and interdendritic regions. These powders are
then sintered to create dense walls separating the pores.

X-ray tomography has been used previously to visu-
alize ice crystals in the fields of food science and gla-
ciology.12–16 For instance, directional solidification of

ice into meat was studied using tomography, but the
information was not used to create three-dimensional
(3D) reconstructions.16 A more comprehensive study
analyzed the microstructural evolution of snow in three
dimensions, over time, while holding temperature con-
stant,15 calculating porosity, specific surface area, anisot-
ropy, and curvature distribution of the snow crystals.
Optical and x-ray tomography have also been used to
create reconstructions of soap foams and to study the indi-
vidual cell shapes of the foam.17,18 In the field of metallic
foams, tomography has been used to study deformation
and yield mechanisms during tensile and compressive
testing and for cell size and shape characterization.19–22

The present study quantitatively characterizes the
structure of porous titanium foams created by directional
freeze-casting and sintering of titanium powders of two
different sizes. The calculations are performed on 3D
foams reconstructed from two-dimensional (2D) tomog-
raphy data to determine pore interconnectivity, inverse
surface area per unit volume, pore volume fraction,
interface shape distributions, as well as interface normal
distributions. This analysis is useful both for under-
standing the structure of the metallic foam and how it
compares to bone, and for investigating the dendritic
solidification of water slurries. To our knowledge, it
is the first time these characterization techniques have
been used to study metallic foams produced using
directional freeze-casting.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Unalloyed titanium powder with an average particle
size of <20 mm was procured from Atlantic Equipment
Engineers (Bergenfield, NJ) and will be referred to
as the coarse powder. Unalloyed titanium powder
with average particle size of 10 mm was purchased from
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Phelly Materials Inc. (Bergenfield, NJ) and will be
referred to as the fine powder. Titanium foam is created
from each of these powders using the directional freeze-
casting process.

The 22 vol% Ti slurry is made by mixing 3.9 g of
titanium powder with 3 mL of vacuum degassed water
containing 0.2 wt% agar (Eden Foods, Inc., Clinton,
MI). Agar is used as a binder preventing powder col-
lapse after ice removal. The slurry is then poured into a
cylindrical glass vessel with an inner diameter of 13 mm,
a height of 38 mm, and a thickness of approximately
1 mm. The vessel is placed in a freezer, with its flat,
bottom surface in direct contact with a copper block,
which has been cooled to 268 K. All other surfaces of
the vessel are insulated with polystyrene foam to induce
directional solidification of the slurry. The vessel is kept
in the freezer for at least 3 h to ensure complete solidi-
fication of the ice. Experimental measurement of the
average solid–liquid interface growth velocity is 3.0 �
0.2 mm/s (n = 3).

The ice in the solidified ice/titanium billet is then
sublimated under a 7.4 Pa vacuum at 233 K for 24 h.
This resulted in a porous titanium powder preform,
which is sintered under vacuum (<5.6 � 10�6 Torr) at
1273 K for 2 h and then at 1423 K for 7.75 h. From
the two resulting foams, one from each powder size,
approximately rectangular specimens, 4 mm � 4 mm �
8 mm, are cut in preparation for tomography. The speci-
men is taken from the center of the billet, approximately
1 cm from the top and bottom surfaces. Multiple speci-
mens are cut from this area, such that the tomography
specimen does not contain any of the billets’ original
outside surfaces and far from the cylindrical billet sur-
faces. A total of 5 � 9 = 45 contiguous 300� magnifica-
tion optical micrographs are used to determine pore size
in material adjacent to the tomography samples.

The x-ray tomography is performed at the Advanced
Photon Source (APS), at the DND-CAT 5BMC beam-
line at Argonne National Laboratory (Argonne, IL). A
bending magnet is used to deliver the synchrotron x-ray
beam at energy of 45 keV. The x-ray image is created on
a cryo-cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) camera
through a 4� objective. A resolution of 6 mm/pixel is
used, which creates a 7 mm objective. The tomography
reconstructions are then carried out on a 16-node Linux
cluster using filtered back-projection techniques. These
2D images are then segmented to create binary images,
and 3D reconstructions are generated and used for the
quantitative measurements.

After tomography, the specimen closed porosity is
determined by helium pycnometry. The total porosity is
determined using the Archimedes method, which is per-
formed in deionized water after coating the sample in a
thin layer of grease to prevent water infiltration. From
these two porosity values, the open porosity is calculated.

III. ANALYSIS

The inverse surface area per unit volume, Sv
�1, of the

3D microstructure is used as the characteristic length
scale. Once the reconstruction is generated, the surface
area per unit volume, Sv, is calculated as the sum of the
interfacial surface patches divided by the total volume of
the reconstruction. The inverse of this value is taken to
provide an average length scale of the structure (in
micrometers).
Furthermore, the surface can be completely character-

ized by its two principal radii of curvature, R1 and R2.
The principal curvatures, k1 and k2, are inversely
related to the principal radii of curvature. These princi-
pal curvatures form the diagonal elements in the 2 �
2 curvature tensor matrix, which has two important
invariants: the mean and Gaussian curvatures. The mean
curvature, H, is defined as half the sum of the two
principal curvatures:

H ¼ k1 þ k2
2

� �
¼ 1

2

1

R1

þ 1

R2

� �
: ð1Þ

The Gaussian curvature, K, is the product of the two
principal curvatures:

K ¼ k1k2 ¼ 1

R1R2

: ð2Þ

Both mean and Gaussian curvatures are necessary to
fully define interface evolution.23 For example, a flat
interface and a saddle-shaped interface both have a mean
curvature of zero but differ in Gaussian curvatures.
Thus, once the 3D reconstructions are created, the mean
and Gaussian curvatures are calculated using the mixed
finite element/finite volume method established by
Guillaume et al.24 Then, k1 and k2 are calculated from
Eqs. (3) and (4) as

k1 ¼ H �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
H2 � K

p
: ð3Þ

k2 ¼ H þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
H2 � K

p
: ð4Þ

The curvature data is then viewed as a 2D probability
density map or interface shape distribution (ISD).25 Let P
(k1, k2) be a probability density function, where P(k1, k2)
dk1dk2 is the probability that any interface patch chosen at
random will have principal curvatures, k1 and k2, between
k1+dk1 and k2+dk2. This probability is then displayed as
a 2D probability co\ntour plot, which is a measure of the
probability of finding a patch of interface in the micro-
structure with a given set of principal curvatures, k1 and
k2. It is divided into four regions, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
We quantify the directionality in the structures by

determining the probability of finding an interface nor-
mal, n, in a given direction.26 This probability is deter-
mined by projecting a given unit interface normal onto
a plane tangent to the sphere and perpendicular to the
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projection axis. The normals originate in the center of the
sphere and end on the surface of the sphere. The data is
binned prior to the projection, which removes potential
artifacts from binning after the projection is complete, as
is typical of 2D polar plots. Thus, each bin encompasses
the same 3D area of the sphere, and as a result, a contour
plot of the probability distributions of interface normal
orientations is created.26

Because experimental data is most often asymmetric,
there are two views generated: a near-hemisphere and a
far-hemisphere. The near-hemisphere view represents the
normals along the positive axis, and the far-hemisphere
view represents the normals along the negative axis with
the center of the sphere at the origin. The two plots should
appear qualitatively similar with the peak probability
contained on one of the two plots. The peak location
indicates the hemisphere that should be used to represent
the structure, regardless of the direction of the projection.

There are also two types of projections used in inter-
face normal distributions (INDs): equal-area and stereo-
graphic. Equal-area projections enhance features near
the center of the plot, while stereographic projections
enhance features at the edges of the plot. In this work,
stereographic projections are used.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows optical micrographs of polished cross
sections of the two samples. Surfaces parallel to the
freezing direction clearly show aligned, elongated pores,
resulting from the growth of ice dendrites during the
directional freeze-casting process. These will be referred

to as macropores. Surfaces perpendicular to the freezing
direction indicate that the ice dendrites grow as plates,
not as needles, as expected from literature.8,27,28 The
plates show various orientations in the plane, although
there are small groups of parallel plates corresponding to
grains, indicating there is no preferred growth orienta-
tion for the ice crystals in the plane perpendicular to the
main ice growth direction that is visible in two dimen-
sions. Because the pores are planar, there is one dimen-
sion in which the pores are much smaller, and this
dimension is used for the pore width measurements.

Visual comparison of the micrographs for the two
foams with two different powder sizes shows that while
there is variation within each image, the foam made
from the fine powders seems to have narrower macro-
pores. Measurements on cross sections reveal that
the fine- and coarse-powder foams have pore widths of
approximately 50 and 61 mm, respectively. In addition to
the macropores caused by the ice dendrites, micropores
are visible in the titanium walls in all four images. These
micropores are due to incomplete sintering between the
individual titanium powders. In addition to causing
micropores, incomplete sintering leads to surface rough-
ness on the titanium walls, as illustrated in Fig. 3, where
individual titanium powders are clearly visible. The inset
of Fig. 3 shows necks between two adjacent titanium
powders, a clear indication of incomplete sintering.

Helium pycnometry measurements reveal both sam-
ples have zero closed porosity to within the large experi-
mental error due to the small sample size: 3.2 � 5.5%
and 1.6 � 6.0%, for the fine- and coarse-powder billets,
respectively. The total porosities, measured by the
Archimedes method, for the fine- and coarse-powder
billets are 41.4 � 0.8% and 44.6 � 0.6%, respectively,
and are assumed to be fully open.

Figure 4 shows the 3D reconstructions of the two
foams. It is apparent that the reconstructed cross sections
visible in Fig. 4 are generally similar to the experimental
2D optical micrographs of cross sections shown in Fig. 2.
However, while the dendritic macropores are well cap-
tured by the reconstruction, the micropores are poorly
represented; this is expected because the spatial resolution
of the structure is 6 mm/pixel. Ideally, any feature should
be represented by no less than five pixels; thus, features
such as the micropores that are less than 30 mm are poorly
or not at all resolved. From Figs. 2 and 3, it is clear that
the micropores in each foam are on the order of the initial
titanium powder sizes, and thus either too small to be
reconstructed, or on the same order of the resolution, so
that they are represented in the reconstruction, but likely
not accurately. Nevertheless, these reconstructions are, to
our knowledge, the first rendering of directionally freeze-
cast foam structures in three dimensions and provide new
insights into the structure of the highly anisotropic macro-
pores produced by the ice dendrites.

FIG. 1. Map of the local interface shapes possible in an interface

shape distribution.25 In this case, solid represents the pores and liquid

represents the titanium.
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From these reconstructions, the inverse surface area
per unit volume is calculated as Sv

�1 = 48 mm for the
foam created with the fine powder, and Sv

�1 = 42 mm for
the coarse-powder foam. For comparison, image analysis
of transverse cross sections resulted in pore widths of 50
and 61 mm, respectively, for the two foams. While both
measurement methods are relevant to the size of the
dendritic macropores, they should be interpreted differ-
ently. The image analysis technique is a 2D measure, so
it is an accurate measure of pore widths perpendicular to
the section plane. Because Sv

�1 is a 3D measure, it better
represents the average size scale of all the features pre-
sent in the foams. Also, the image analyses are per-
formed on a section of the billet adjacent to the volume
used for tomography at a shared surface, not on the
tomography samples themselves. It has been previously
shown that in these directionally freeze-cast titanium

structures, pore width varies with distance from the heat
sink.11 Finally, Fig. 2 shows that pore width can also
vary at the same distance from the heat sink.
The pore volume fractions differ significantly be-

tween the Archimedes and reconstruction measurements:
41.4% and 52% for the fine-powder foams and 44.6%
and 63% for the coarse-powder foams. It is likely that
this discrepancy is due to the resolution problem dis-
cussed earlier. It might also be due to varying pore
volume fractions within the samples. Archimedes data
is taken on a larger portion of the billet, so this value is a
more accurate measure because it averages local varia-
tions. The 3D reconstructions are confined to a smaller
volume—a volume of approximately 8 mm3 is recon-
structed here—compared to the billet’s 62 mm3 volume;
therefore, it cannot provide the same averaging of data.
Furthermore, the long dimensions of the macropores are

FIG. 2. Optical micrographs of titanium foams: (a, b) for fine powders (c, d) for coarse powders. Cross sections are parallel (a and c) and

perpendicular (b and d) to the main temperature gradient direction.
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likely greater than the size of the tomography section
leading to further inaccuracies.

The interconnectivity for the pore structures is also
calculated and found to be 99.93% for both foams. This
indicates that nearly all of the porosity within the recon-
structed volumes is open porosity, in agreement with the
pycnometric results.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the ISDs for the two foams
in this study. Two important features of the ISDs are the
color bar and the axes of the plot. First, the minimum
and maximum values of the color bar are fixed so that
any differences in peak probability are clearly visible.
Second, the principal curvatures shown on the axes are
scaled by the characteristic length, Sv, to eliminate
effects caused by a difference in the length scale due to
varying powder sizes and pore volume fractions.

Two general observations can be drawn from these
ISDs. First, the distributions, in both cases, are broad
relative to Sv, which indicates a significant variation in
the sizes of the pores in the structure. This can be
explained by the fact that there are two different length
scales in the foams: one corresponds to the dendritic,
platelike macropores and the other corresponding to the
equiaxed, closed micropores. Because the size scale of
these micropores is on the same order as the resolution
of the images, it most likely corresponds to the regions
of small probability (purple) in both ISDs. Simply
because of the small size scale of the micropores, and
lack of spatial resolution used in the x-ray tomography
technique, curvatures of |k/Sv| > 2 are probably not
adequately reconstructed and therefore an estimate at
best. Second, both ISDs reside predominantly in regions
2 and 3, which encompass saddle-shaped or hyperbolic

interfaces. This corresponds directly with the roughness
of the titanium walls caused from partially sintered indi-
vidual powders. Almost all the surface patches have at
least one negative principal curvature, k1, which is a
result of the fact that over 75% of the surface patches
have negative Gaussian curvature. This measure is com-
parable to what has been previously observed by Jinnai
et al.29,30 for trabecular bone microarchitecture, indicat-
ing that the processing technique used here could pro-
vide porous metallic implants that mimic bone with
respect to distributions and percentages of curvatures in
the microstructure.

FIG. 3. SEM image of the parallel cross section of a macropore in

titanium foam created by directional freeze-casting of coarse pow-

ders. Roughness and variation in curvature of the titanium walls are

clearly visible at the scale of individual powders, and reflect the

partially sintered state of the powders. Inset: Higher magnification

SEM image showing partially sintered powder with ridges.

FIG. 4. Three-dimensional reconstructions of titanium foams: (a) for

the fine powder and (b) for the coarse powder. To highlight the pore

volumes, the titanium is transparent and the pores are displayed. The

pore volume fractions for the samples are 52% and 63% for (a) and

(b), respectively. The main ice growth direction is along the z axis.
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Comparing both ISDs, several observations can be
made. The fine-powder foam has a well-defined peak
whose center is located close to k1/Sv = k2/Sv = 0, indi-
cating a higher probability of near-planar or flat inter-
faces in the microstructure. This corresponds to the
platelike, titanium walls separating the pores produced
by directional solidification. The distribution is also
symmetrically located about the line H = 0, which is

also a defining feature of the trabecular bone mentioned
previously30 and other bicontinuous structures.31 The
coarse-powder foam, on the other hand, does not exhibit
as strong a peak as the fine-powder foam, and the center
of its peak is located in region 3. The reason for the
weaker peak is likely related to the degree of sintering.
Assuming the ice dendrites grow identically with fine
and coarse powders, the titanium walls between the ice
dendrites should initially be the same width for each
foam. However, because this width is not much larger
than the powder size, the powder size can significantly
affect how well the titanium packs into the interdendritic
space during solidification, with the packing of the fine
powders expected to be tighter. The improved initial
packing and the increased driving force for sintering
associated with the smaller powders then reduces the
microporosity and the wall roughness in the sintered
foam. This is supported by Fig. 2, which shows the
fine-powder foam displaying fewer micropores and
smoother, more well-defined titanium walls. By contrast,
the coarse powders did not sinter as well, because of
looser initial packing and lower driving force for sinter-
ing, resulting in titanium walls with more roughness and
higher microporosity. Because ISDs are local measure-
ments, the roughness in the walls may hide the overall
planar structure present in the foam, resulting in a
peak that is both weaker and shifted away from the line
H = 0 and from the origin (k1/Sv = k2/Sv = 0).
To quantify preferential directionality in the titanium

foams, we examine INDs (see Fig. 6). The near-
hemisphere projection is provided for the fine-powder
foam and the far-hemisphere projection is provided for
the coarse-powder foam because the location of the indi-
vidual peak values appears strongest in these projections.
Because the results are qualitatively similar whether
viewing the near- or far-hemisphere projections, it is
important to use the hemisphere that contains the peak
probability when comparing different structures. The
z axis is chosen as the projection axis because it best
displays the planar interfaces located in both structures.
The minimum and maximum values of the color bars in
the INDs are fixed based on the strongest directionality,
observed in the fine-powder foam.
As a general observation, there is a significant distri-

bution of normals surrounding the circumference of both
INDs. In an ideal case, this would be representative of a
perfect cylinder parallel to the projection axis, where the
IND would reveal a thin stripe of equal probability
encircling the outside of the projection. In the present
case, it is representative of the platelike macropores par-
allel to the projection axis. The normals to the interfaces
of these macropores are oriented randomly in the x-y
plane but are still perpendicular to the solidification di-
rection, z. Thus, the spread of probabilities is related to
the imperfect alignment of the plates themselves, but the

FIG. 5. Interface shape distributions of titanium foam samples created

from: (a) a fine powder and (b) a coarse powder. (color online)
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location of the probabilities on the circumferences of the
INDs indicate interfaces parallel to, or, equivalently,
normals perpendicular to the growth direction, which
results from the directional solidification process used
to produce the samples. The two peaks located 180�

apart in the IND for the fine-powder foam correspond
to the more distinct platelike macropores in the micro-
structure that are apparent from general observations of
the 2D micrographs and 3D reconstructions. The IND
for the coarse-powder foam appears more isotropic in
comparison to the IND for the fine-powder foam. This
again can be explained by the degree of sintering in the
structure. We would expect that the same directional
solidification technique would produce a similar degree
of anisotropy in the structure, but the wall roughness
caused by incomplete sintering is most likely masking
this anisotropy.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Two titanium foams, created by directional freeze-
casting of two different sizes of titanium powders, were
analyzed using synchrotron x-ray tomography to create
3D reconstructions. A quantitative morphological analy-
sis was performed on these reconstructions, with the
main results as follows:

(1) Aligned, elongated, platelike macropores, result-
ing from the removal of the directionally solidified ice
dendrites, are easily resolved and reconstructed in three
dimensions. Equiaxed micropores within the titanium
walls separating macropores, which are due to incom-
plete sintering of the original powders, are close to the
resolution of the present technique.

(2) The morphological differences of the pores in the
two foams can be quantified by interfacial shape distri-
butions (describing interfacial curvatures) and interface
normal distributions (describing preferential directional-
ity). These are useful tools in assessing variations in pore
shape or orientation between the foams due to differ-
ences in processing conditions, e.g., powder size. In par-
ticular, it is apparent that the foams produced with the
smaller powder size show more complete sintering,
resulting in reduction of the undesirable microporosity
without affecting the desirable dendritic macroporosity.

(3) Directional freeze-casting is a first step toward
creating aligned, elongated pores mimicking the ani-
sotropic pore structure of bone. Despite differences be-
tween this porous macrostructure and that of trabecular
bone macroarchitecture, the morphology of the titanium
foams shows similarities with bone on a local level.
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